Harrow Nature Conservation Forum Newsletter March 2018
Chairman’s report
Our sites continue to do well under the hard working tutelage of our volunteer
wardens.
Simon Braidman and his team at Stanmore Common are forming themselves into a
Friends group, to formalize their management of the site and improve links with site
users. They have a dedicated Facebook site where you can learn more and perhaps
join up: https://en-gb.facebook.com/FriendsOfStanmoreCommon/. In the last
newsletter I wrote that we had applied for
Tescos “Bags of Help” funding for Stanmore
Common. Sadly we were only awarded
£1000, but that’s better than nothing. £123 of
this will pay the cost of the Forum’s web
hosting for a year, the remainder is available
for Simon Braidman and his team to spend
on work at Stanmore Common. The project
is to restore a small glade in the woodland
southwest of Bluebell Heath that they have
named John’s Glade.
Left: John’s Glade in June 2017
Meanwhile Leslie Bolsover has been
awarded £2000 from Greggs the bakers to
restore a wooden palisade earth retaining
wall at Newton Farm, so she and her
volunteer team are hard at work every
Saturday morning pulling out the old rotten
posts and thumping in new ones.
Last autumn we were busy planting trees in many of the reserves. We bought a
“Sapporo Gold” Dutch elm disease resistant elm for Stanmore Country Park, but
otherwise all the trees were free from organizations such as the Woodland Trust and
Trees for Sacred Spaces.
The free trees included a
number of mulberries
which should provide food
for humans and wildlife
alike when mature.

Left: November 2017:
planting a mulberry just
south of the pond at
Wood Farm

I am very pleased that Caroline Nathanson is making use of the reserves and in
particular the Old Dairy at Wood Farm to introduce and educate members of the
public about natural history. The courses are run under the auspices of Learn Harrow
and Harrow Council. In 2017 Caroline ran a foraging course, teaching not only what
is good to collect and eat but also how to do so without damaging the environment.
She is currently running “Walk on the Wild Side”, using the Old Dairy as a base for a
course combining nature walks and instruction in how to support wildlife by making
things like micro ponds and bird feeders. She will be running two more foraging
courses in the summer so contact her at cando2149@gmail.com if interested.
Steve Bolsover 28th February 2018

Bentley Priory Nature Reserve Wardens’ Report February 2018

Works Undertaken
Clearance and chipping around the Master Oak undertaken by local volunteers, TCV and LBH team
with Chipper. The TCV also brought a group of International students to work on this.
Laurel clearance in Glenthorne also undertaken by local volunteers, TCV and LBH Commercial
Services Team.
Tasks to be completed Winter 2018
1. Continue with laurel clearance with plan to introduce Wood Ants in Glenthorne area
2. Clear Canadian Pond Weed from Lower Dragonfly Pond
3. Control of reed bed at Summer House Lake
4. Coppicing in Heriots Wood
5. Fencing and trough installation
Wildlife Highlights
Sightings of Lesser Spotted Woodpecker, Greenfinch, Bullfinch, Tree Creeper and Hawfinch

Report from Lady Gilbert’s Orchard.

February 2018.

Hilary and I have had a productive 4 months in the Orchard. Apple Afternoon took
place on 8/10/17 and was a great success. We had plenty of visitors, and lots of
interest in the apple pressing. In fact we found it difficult to manage the apple
pressing, apple ID stall and tours of the Orchard between the two of us. We will
definitely require more volunteer helpers this year.
On 3/12/17 we carried out a conservation morning in the Orchard with the support of
Steve, taking out brambles and other invasive species. We had a small group of
volunteers, including Peter McLaughlin, from our contacts and it was a successful
morning. Hilary and I learnt how to access the Forum’s tool shed for future
conservation events.
We are in the process of building up a group of regular volunteers and Sheila
Clements, of The Shaw Trust on Clamp Hill,has expressed interest in bringing her
workers to the Orchard. We are meeting with her on 22/02/18 to discuss what’s
possible. We attended a pruning workshop organised by the Orchard Project at Lady
Gilbert on 31/01/18. We had a good turnout of volunteers including several new
people. We concentrated on the restorative pruning of the veteran trees thus aiming
to improve their health and longevity. It was a tricky job, with all the mud, ladders and
sharp blades on the end of long poles! (Hilary and I attended a First Aid Course paid
for by the Forum on 01/02/18.) We hope that some of the volunteers will attend
future events, and that we will build up a base of regular helpers who have an
ongoing interest in the orchard. Hilary and I both attended a pruning workshop in
Camden on 03/02/18 run by the Orchard Project, to further hone our skills!
Many of the veteran trees at Lady Gilbert have had leaf samples sent away for DNA
testing by the Orchard Project. Some initial results have been returned, we have
Mere de Menage, Warners King, Bramley, Blenheim Orange, and one that may be a
rare Yorkshire variety called Rymer. However, some did not match anything in the
National Fruit Collection, but did match samples from other orchards, and some have
come back as unique! Further research is needed.
As you can see; it has been a busy few months, and we have more seasonal tasks
to organise: mulching of the young trees is next on the list.
Charlotte Lippitt
Hilary Coombes

Newton Farm Ecology Park
Native bulbs planted by volunteers in the autumn have begun to emerge. Our four new trees are
being watered regularly from the Yeading stream. Having been to the stream for water many times
now I can report that although polluted there is some life (invertebrate) in there although as of yet I
havenâ€™t been able to identify. The project to repair the fencing, which is being funded by Greggs
Sandwich shop, is going ahead with posts arriving last week. We are investigating the poplar
opposite the Healing Garden as it has many attributes of a Black Poplar – red catkins, shiny leaves,
and characteristic bbark. Meanwhile the lack of tree leaves has revealed the large number of long
tailed tits over wintering. Leslie Bolsover

PEAR WOOD REPORT, JANUARY 2017.
1. We had our annual Fungus Foray on 14th October and it was well attended. The
highlight was a fine specimen of a cauliflower fungus (Sparassis crispa) which grew
even larger in the weeks after the foray.
2. Inspected the 49 dormouse nest boxes 20th October and found some occupied by
yellow-necked mice and wood mice. Our thanks to Simon and Jane for their
assistance with this.
3. Planted a mulberry tree (22nd Nov) one of several that had been donated to the
Forum, our thanks to Leslie for organizing that and thanks to Steve for help planting
it.
4. We have made some cider for out next Apple Day from the windfalls in the
orchard. We've never made cider before but had our first taste the other day and it
seems fine. Thanks to Jane for the loan of her equipment and for her expertise. We
hope you all come along in the autumn to taste some!
5. Steve contacted the captain of the RBL fishing club about the problem with
bonfires and we have been assured they will stop. We need to wait a bit longer to see
if this really is the case.
6. Thank you to David for some chestnut paling for the orchard.
7. There has been another pile of wood off-cuts left in the Guide Field after bonfire
night. I suspect the Scouts as it must be somebody with a key (due to the volume) but
despite my enquires last year, nobody would own up to it. We did intend to burn this
ourselves but it is now soaked so please could Mark Richards or Brian Nicholas
arrange to collect it?
8. Enquires into the possibility of replacing the fence along Wood Lane are ongoing.
We have a TCV day booked for the 29th of Jan for the winter visit to the Grimsdyke.
We're waiting to hear about a second booking in Feb to work on The Scrape.
A cormorant was seen on Pear Lake on 30th October. This is the first time we have
seen one there. The fishermen will probably not be too happy about this!

SCP Warden’s report January 2018
In October we have been walking the nature trail and removing small branches that hinder
people on the paths. We will have a regular fortnightly Inspection of half the nature trail. We
have cleared the sign, at the Kerry Ave entrance, of ivy that a fallen tree deposited on it.
We also have removed some Aspen suckers in 6 Acre field. It was good to see at least three Red
Admirals whilst sitting on the bench in this field.
November working party was 14 in total. We were willow coppicing, removing overhanging
branches and digging up invading Goat’s Rue. Several cuttings of two species of willow were
planted in the balancing pond’s silt at the south side of 6 Acre Field where we were all working.
December
We have continued walking the Nature trail. The December working party has planted the following; one
lime and three cherry trees in Forty Acre Field and a Mulberry in 6 Acre field. It was a very wet day and
we must thank them for turning out. Previously a Disease-resistant Sapporo Gold Elm was planted in
40Acre Field close to the other elms at the top of Kerry Ave.
In January we again inspected the Nature Trail and removed some of the fallen trees and branches. The
snow had broken down several Gorse bushes along John’s path. Dealing with that will be a future task.
Steve bought his chainsaw along last week to remove a fallen tree on the nature trail. As he was
preparing the saw, a Bank Vole appeared on a fallen trunk nearby. It didn’t hang around for long though.
We then went back to Six Acre Field where a large fallen willow branch was cut up for the next working
party to clear away. Thank you Steve for the work you did; I was just the look-out.

John & Margaret

Stanmore Little Common

Little new to report from here. The reserve is over-wintering well apart from the paths by the rugby
club, which are dreadfully soggy and muddy. The trees have suffered less damage than last year:
snow and storms have brought down only one large tree branch, near the houses to the west of the
reserve. A couple of other trees there are looking perilous, and the Council had been asked to
investigate. Robert Stone

Wood Farm Report 14 January 2018
David Winton

We are now into the winter months at Wood Farm and this is a quieter time.

Kate Lewis continues to pick up litter on a regular daily basis. A big thank you to her.
Kate informed me of three heavy wet boxes left over from an unofficial firework party
on the 31st Dec 2017. I have asked Mark Richardson’s team to pick these up when
they empty the bin at the View Point.

Leaflet Dispenser
In October Stephen and I put up a leaflet dispenser by the information board.

This is being used by members
of the public. A very clever
design, keeps the leaflets dry
and helps to release only one
leaflet at a time. So far I have
only found one leaflet on the
floor by the dispenser.
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In November during our Conservation Action Day we planted over 100
saplings

Only five volunteers
planted over 100
Saplings.
Thank you to Stephen,
Josh, Paul and Mark.

We also planted a Mulberry
tree overlooking the pond
and a few smaller saplings.
Thank you to Stephen who
has subsequently planted
another tree.
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TCV cleared south cops.

We engaged TCV to
clear the south
copse.
The plan was to plant
some of the saplings
above in this
location. However we
will use this area in
the spring when
more saplings will be
arriving.

Reed and tree pruning around the pond and laying a hedge on the boundary.
We spent a Conservation Action Day cutting
the reeds and trees around the pond. The
view of the pond has now been restored for
the bench sitters.
We trimmed the saplings around the Old
Dairy.
We have started laying the saplings along the
front boundary to make a living fence.
We refitted the ‘gate’ to the Skylark meadow.

This concludes report of the Head Warden
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BOVNR February 2018

General maintenance has continued within the reserve, with the cutting back of brambles and
clearing litter. Logs thrown into the pond by unwelcome visitors have been removed.
The winter storms brought down a mature holy near the pond. This has been cleared and logged.
With the help of the Cemetery Team, accumulated grass cuttings and debris have been removed
from the entrance of the wood.
The Forest School is now in its sixth year of operation. Around 800 young people from local
schools visit the site during 2017. Care is taken that the young people are restricted to the outdoor
classroom and area and footpaths.
The Forest School Annual Report is attached for information.

James Mercer/Jane Skelly

ROXBOURNE ROUGH ANNUAL REPORT 2017
I took over in March 2017 so this is my first report and only covers part of the year.
David Bolton’s Pande
The decking and fencing have now been installed round the pond. The intention is to lock
the gate and to restrict access to allow the pond and proposed plantings to establish.
Access terms have yet to be finalised. Dave’s idea was to establish a pond especially for the
use of schools and educational purposes. Himalayan balsam continues to be a problem
despite repeated attempts to clear it.
The commemorative post and plaque had now been erected thanks to Steve Bolsover's
work. There is to be an official unveiling ceremony in Spring.
Further work needs to be done on planting and gate and paths. These are expected to be
undertaken in the spring.
Peter Davies - Peter worked with Dave Bolton for many years in the Rough. He has now
decided to hang up his tools which at the age of 85 seems a sensible decision. Our thanks
for to Peter for all his hard work and years of commitments.
Wheel chair access gate This was installed by the Council in Sept. at the Woodlands Av end
of the Rough.
Working Parties These took place on the dates advertised via Friends of Roxbourne Park
Facebook and the notice boards with the exception of Sept 10th which was cancelled
because of holidays. Attendance varies inevitably - between 1 & 9. The next ones are
planned for Oct 12th. Nov 12th, Dec 9th.
Contact links on HCVF web This seems to have been removed rather suddenly and without
discussion.
Litter Regular litter picks are carried out though recently the number of bottles and drugs
packets seems to have declined.
Woodland Trust Trees The 30 free trees we bid for have been granted and will be delivered
in early November. It is planned that volunteers be paid for out of David Bolton’s bequest
to plant the trees.
Bio Blitz volunteers Volunteers blitzed the Rough in Sept. We received the full report and
thank them for their work and especially the path laying work they undertook.
Grass cutting We asked for this to now exclude a small section around the small copse in
the north west of the Rough and around the bench and memorial trees on the east side.
This was done by the very helpful tractor driver and we are already seeing some tree growth
in these areas. The plan is to establish more trees in these areas.
Peter McLoughlin - Voluntary Warden
Roxbourne Rough
February 11th 2018

Report for HNCF October 1st 2017 to February 13th 2018

During the reporting period there were 784 working hours on Stanmore Common.
This was 17 volunteers including 3 new ones 2 families and 5 corporate or community groups.

At Stanmore Common work continued at Oakmead (Management Compartment 18) where the
scrub had taken a hold. Work parties were on the Sunday 1st and Wednesday 4th October.

Cherry Laurel collection for Sukkot

On Sunday 1st October we saw the beetle Endomychus coccineus

Also Sunday 1st October Hebeloma mesophaeum
On the evening of Friday 6th October we had 25 people walking around Stanmore Country Park
at night.
On Sunday 8th October we had the Family Practical Work Day plus SEWA day. 2 Families came
we had seen them before. Plus we had 16 people for SEWA day under Kalpesh Mistry. The
management work in Oakmead continued.

SEWA DAY 08.10.2017

Pale Tussock Moth Caterpillar Caliteara padibunda

On Wednesday 11th we carried on in Oakmead but we also had a drone which produced
stunning pictures of Stanmore Common through a friend of Josh.
On that day we also found Royal Fern Osmunda regalis amongst the Hard Fern in New Heath it
was though the spores had drifted from the Grimsdyke Hotel as this species although native to
the UK is not found so far south naturally

Royal Fern Osmunda regalis

On the 18th October we had a corporate group from Capita Asset Management under their
leader Sophia Lo. They continued the great work in Oakmead

Capita

Cleared area Oakmead 18.10.2017

On Sunday 22nd October we shifted work from Oakmead to Enigma Wood (Management
Compartment 4 ) which lies to the northwest of Oakmead.
The idea was to really open up the woodland to light getting more ground cover. Hopefully
grassland will invade the woodland.
We took down both small and large trees.

Tree thinning Enigma Wood
On the 25th October we had 2 new volunteers clearing Bramble from Glenthorne. However as
so often we do not see them again.
On Saturday 28th October we had 13 people on the Stanmore Common Fungus Walk.

Wood Woolly Foot Gymnopus peronatus.
We saw about 30 species of fungi.
We continued with the tree felling the following day.

felled Oak Enigma Wood
Work continued the following Wednesday 1st November 2017

Tony with axe
On Saturday 4th November we had a guided fungus walk at Woodcock Hill Nature Reserve
Borehamwood. Thirteen people came despite heavy rain.
On Wednesday November 8th we were at Stanmore Country Park removing Goats Rue and
cutting back the tree line close to the balancing ponds.

Digging Goat’s Rue Stanmore Country
Park Wednesday

8th

November 2017

We now did every other Sunday at Stanmore Common.
The next Conservation Action Day was Wednesday 15th November and we were back to Enigma
Wood.

On Sunday 19th November it was Mitzvah Day the Jewish Volunteer Day. We had 14 people
from Hatch End Masorti Synagogue weeding trees out of the 2 scrapes.

Mitzvah Day 19th November 2017
On the Wednesday 22nd November we had another corporate volunteering day. We had a
combined group from Sky and Vodophone on Stanmore Common.

Sky /Vodophone Removing trees from New Scrape.; Wednesday 22nd November 2017
We changed tasks completely on Wednesday 29th November.
We started to progress down Jake’s Path selecting adjacent areas to be thinned to create miniclearings.

Caroline

Created canopy gap
The work continued on Sunday December 3rd. and the following Wednesday the 6th

We saw this Bolete which is possibly
Xerocomus cisalpinus.
On the 13th December we planted trees on Stanmore Country Park. 2 Mulberries 2 Cherries and
2 Limes.
On Sunday 17th December there was snow on the ground and the weight of snow had brought
trees and parts of trees down.
Rajinder and myself proceeded to clear paths on the reserve. However it got worse and worse
and we gave up.

New Heath in snow
17.12.2017

On the 20th December we carried on with path clearance.

January started with horrible weather, so horrible on the Wednesday that we turned up and
gave up in very poor conditions.
On the Sunday we carried on with the Horse-ride clearance.

Unblocked section of the Horse-ride
07.01.2018

The in-stream pond in Bluebell Heath 07.01.2018

On the 10th January Josh, Caroline and myself dug up 25 Holly trees to supply parks on request.
After plant id work Josh and myself adjusted the water flow in Marsh I (Holly Brook)

Using boot to adjust water flow
10.01.2017
Sue led the work party on Wednesday January 17th were they controlled bramble on Glenthorn.
Very heavy rain on Sunday 21st January precluded practical work. I carried out recce for tree
felling course.
On Wednesday 24th January 2018, Neville and myself started working by Little Brewer’s Pond to
improve light levels but again the heavens opened and we got drenched.

cleared treeline back
from path 24.01.2018
On Monday 29th January we had the tree felling course at Stanmore Common LNR. Russell
Miller was the tutor and there were 7 of us. Peter Mccloughlin, Hilary Coombes, Tania Watts,
Steve Bruce, Tony Gourdin and John Bugler. Excellent course we learnt a lot.
On the Wednesday 31st January we were on the tree pruning course at Lady Gilbert’s Orchard.
On Sunday 4th February 2018 we started Yew, Holly and Cherry Laurel clearance in the
woodland to the east of Great Brewer’s Pond.

Tree clearance Great Brewer’s Pond 04.02.2018

We had an NCS volunteer.

We saw this lovely Chestnut Moth Conistra vaccinia

On the Wednesday 7th February we were working at Stanmore Country Park removing cut
timber, cutting back gorse and haloing around large ancient trees.

Fallen old trees 07.02,2018

Bullfinch Pyrrhula pyrrhula

Friends of Stanmore Marsh
Friends of Stanmore Common thoughts about forming a group came about by a strong hint
from the Parks Department to form a friends group as it would confer significant advantages.

John Winter adapted a Harrow Parks Group generic constitution in early November.and sent it
out for consultation.
An initial meeting date was set up for Tuesday 12th December

Byron Park site meeting 7.11.2017
Password for tweets is skylark
Supplying laurel for hatch end

Wildlife Female Sparrowhawk SC Sunday 1.10.2017
Common Frog Oakmead SC Wednesday 04.10.2017
Oak Apple Gall Biorhiza pallida Rams horn Gall Andricus aries Oyster Gall Neurotus anthracinus,
Common Spangle Gall Neurotus quercusbaccarum ,Honey Fungus Wedensday 04.10.2017
Twany Owl Friday 6th October 2017 SCP
Southern Hawker Sunday 8th October Oakmead
Common Frog Sunday 8th October Oakmead
Great Spotted Woodpecker Sunday 8th October Oakmead
Green Woodpecker Sunday 8th October Oakmead#
Arion Ater agg. Sunday 8th October Oakemead
Caterpillar Knotgrass Moth Sunday 8th October Oakmead
Caterpillar Pale Tussock Moth Sunday 8th October Oakmead
Mycena vitilis Sunday 8th October Oakmead
Russula nitida Sunday 8th October Oakmead

